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Irony:

As a teenager, I 

hated school, and 

particularly science.







I think: 

“The plant absorbs most nutrients from 

the dirt. In other words, it eats dirt.”



Prove it.







We weigh the dirt.



We plant a small seedling in the dirt and 

let it grow.



In a few weeks, the plant had increased 

in mass, but the mass of  the dirt was 

exactly the same!



Mind-altering realization: 

Plants do not eat dirt. 

Plants can take liquid 

water (H2O) and carbon 

dioixde (CO2) gas, and turn 

them into solid wood. 



How does the 

color of  light affect 

plant growth? 









A Spectrophometer measures how much light of  

different colors (wavelengths) a sample absorbs.

We grind up leaves, make a solution, and measure 

absorbance with the spectrophotometer.





Plant growth is directly related to the 

color of  light that chlorophyll absorbs.
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I make Chemistry, Biology and Physics tutorial videos which are on YouTube:



Photos of My
Microbiology Lab



“Where are 
all the 

textbooks?!?”



Scientific

Process vs. Products



Scientists ask and answer 
questions about the world, 
using:

• scientific method
• experimental tools and 

techniques
• critical thinking
• problem solving
• collaboration
• creativity. 

Scientsts present, debate, 
and discuss their findings. 
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questions about the world, 
using:
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techniques
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and discuss their findings. 

Scientific

Process vs. Products
The results of scientific 
process, the findings, are 
presented as facts in a 
textbook or science course.



Illustration of  products 

and process:

I am a scientist. Here is 

what I do all day long.



Products
Facts we already know













Cloudy with Bacteria 



Cloudy with Bacteria 

add some virus



Cloudy with Bacteria Clear, because Bacteria 
have all been killed 

add some virus



Process
Now we figure out something new



One day, I try to infect some different types of  bacteria 

with the virus:



These two types of  bacteria appear to be resistant to 

the virus.

One day, I try to infect some different types of  bacteria 

with the virus:



Has something happened to 

the viruses? Are they still 

active and effective?



Use a type of  bacteria that I know from previous 

experiment is sensitive to the virus, and try to infect it 

with the virus.  



Use a type of  bacteria that I know from previous 

experiment is sensitive to the virus, and try to infect it 

with the virus.  



Use a type of  bacteria that I know from previous 

experiment is sensitive to the virus, and try to infect it 

with the virus.  

The virus is no longer active!



Repeat experiment with new, fresh virus:

Bacteria A is not resistant, but Bacteria B is resistant.



Let’s figure out why Bacteria B 

is resistant to the virus.



First step of  infection:

I want to ask: Is the virus DNA getting into the bacteria?



I will mix together the bacteria and virus, then wait for a 

while, and separate them, and ask, “Where is the virus DNA?”

Is the virus DNA getting into the bacteria?



I will mix together the bacteria and virus, then wait for a 

while, and separate them, and ask, “Where is the virus DNA?”

Is the virus DNA getting into the bacteria?

centrifuge



I will mix together the bacteria and virus, then wait for a 

while, and separate them, and ask, “Where is the virus DNA?”

not resistant bacteria resistant bacteria

amount of
virus DNA

amount of
virus DNA



I will mix together the bacteria and virus, then wait for a 

while, and separate them, and ask, “Where is the virus DNA?”

not resistant bacteria resistant bacteria

amount of
virus DNA

amount of
virus DNA

Virus DNA is getting into Bacteria S. 

Virus DNA is not getting into Bacteria B. 



Let’s examine the bacteria and viruses with a microscope, to 

see what they look like.

electron microcope electron microcope image of viruses



Let’s examine the bacteria and viruses with a microscope, to 

see what they look like.

not resistant bacteria resistant bacteria



Let’s examine the bacteria and viruses with a microscope, to 

see what they look like.

not resistant bacteria resistant bacteria

Viruses cannot stick to Bacteria B, which is why they 

cannot add their DNA to the bacteria, and why the 

bacteria are resistant to the virus. 



Process                      Products

“Bacteria can become 

resistant to a virus if their 

outer surface changes so 

that viruses cannot 

stick.”









Some bacteria can become resistant to 
certain viruses by altering their exterior 
surfaces to prevent viral attachment.

Other bacteria produce“restriction enzymes” 
that destroy viral DNA after it is inserted. 







Students were engaged in “scientific” thinking 

and critical reasoning, just not in science class…



Automobile maintanence classes employ much 

more scientific thinking than most science classes.

The car won’t start:

Is there enough gas in the car?

- How to test this?

Is there a charge in the battery?

-How to test this?

Is the starter motor running?

-How to test this?

Is the starter motor broken?

- How to test this?

Is the starter motor running properly, but electricity from the battery is 

not reaching the starter motor?

- How to test this?





Why should we focus more on 

teaching the process of  science?

• Students will quickly forget most of the products they 

learn from textbooks or science courses.

• The critical thinking skills taught through scientific 

process are transferrable to a wide range of 

disciplines.

• Individuals generally enjoy critical thinking, puzzles, 

and problem solving more than memorization.

• Students who may want to be scientists should see 

what “real science thinking” looks like.

• Without knowledge of process, members of the public 

don’t understand how scientific information is 

created, or how consenses are reached.



How can we restructure 

instruction so that 

students can learn, enjoy, 

and engage with the 

process of  science?



Textbooks and traditional 

instruction often ruin the 

fun and challenge of  

discovery by giving 

students the answers (the 

products) right away.


